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The notion that abstraction was a purely formal and American art form, concerned only with timeless themes disconnected from the
present, was met with increased skepticism in the midst of the political and cultural upheavals of the 60s and 70s. Artists, critics, and the 
public grappled with the relationship between art, politics, race, and feminism, and many, in particular, took artists of color to task for 
making abstract art that did not overtly display their commitment to civil rights and racial equality. Questions arose, such as: Was 
abstraction truly “apolitical”? Might abstraction also carry cultural and historical specificity? 

These debates yielded a new generational urgency in abstract artists, who embraced conflicting, mutable, paradoxical, and personal 
forms of expression. Black artists took control of their own imagery, feminist art matured, and black feminist artists emerged -
contending with the power dynamics of both race and gender. There was no longer one road to the market, critical ascendance, and
celebrity; abstraction and sociopolitical concerns could be examined in tandem and expressed with a new intensity. Women artists and 
artists of color actively and assertively explored abstraction’s possibilities, including incorporating mathematics and improvisational uses 
of color, musical rhythms, and poetry. Artists began collaging, cutting, weaving, and punching their materials with a new physicality. An 
array of options within abstraction materialized: sculptors experimented with printmaking; painters moved from the figurative to the 
abstract and back; handmade papermaking lost its craft designation; and new media appeared within content that no longer needed to 
be “pure.” Some artists gathered together in collectives or workshops that explored local and urban projects, and communally 
supported each other’s work.

The artworks on view demonstrate the radical changes in how artists worked and what they thought their art was about. Their 
strategies dramatically transformed the practice of abstraction in the 1960s and 1970s in a politically shifting American landscape. 

Vera Grant, Deputy Director, Curatorial Affairs, and Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art



Current Installation



Revised Installation 1 – Main Wall – Above
(Previously Sam Gilliam, Situation VI – Pisces 4).



Revised Installation 2 – Right Wall 
(previously Al Loving, Bowery Morning).


